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The network for scorers
This newsletter is your forum for sharing news and experiences, discussing scoring
issues and networking.
ARE SCORERS VALUED?

The newsletter can only be successful if copy is received
for publication. Please submit articles, letters and questions to
notchers@btopenworld.com
http://www.notchers.co.uk

The Scorer Team at Chorleywood Cricket Club certainly are

Brian Mulholland was surprised and delighted when the annual Team Award was presented to the
SCORERS at the Chorleywood Cricket Club Awards Dinner . They had managed to have a trained
scorer for every senior team match in 2009 - four on Saturdays and two on Sundays.
The ’press release’ by the Chorleywood CC PR man follows:

Chorleywood Cricket Club “Team of the Year” 2009
Scorers are often forgotten or overlooked by many Cricket clubs – on many occasions, it’s a
job that is shared amongst the players (and often done by those who would rather score than
umpire!) – but we are very lucky indeed at Chorleywood CC that we have a small band of
dedicated people who take the job of scorer a lot more seriously than that – and who have all
become a valued and vital part of the teams that we put out every weekend.
Their scorebooks (and laptop) are always accurate and immaculate and are the envy of the
teams that we play against – the fact that for every game our senior teams played in 2009
the 11 players were joined by a dedicated scorer is a great achievement that the whole club
should be grateful for and proud of.
So – all our thanks go to our scorers: Brian Mulholland (especially for his hard work in training
and then organising his team every weekend and making sure that all games are covered),
John Jenkins, Ken Moore, Steve Ord, Helen Smithson and Jane Spurr – the very deserving
Chorleywood Cricket Club “Team of the Year” for 2009.
The award was initially presented at the
Chorleywood CC AGM but Brian was in Japan
at the time (as scorer on an MCC Tour).
Jane Spurr and Helen Smithson accepted the
Award at the AGM but were sworn to secrecy
so that the presentation at the Awards
Dinner was a surprise for Brian.

Well done Chorleywood CC Scorers
To succeed in appointing trained
scorers to six matches every weekend
throughout the season is an
achievement for any club

Jane Spurr (left) and Helen Smithson receiving the
Chorleywood CC Team of the Year Award 2009 which
was presented to all the scorers of the club by Denys
Downing, President.
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THE CHRISTMAS CHALLENGE
They’re still at it! The Notchers have challenged the Scratchers to yet another fireside fixture this year. Readers are invited
to accept the Challenge by completing the scorecard and giving the result of the following match. Please send your entry
(limited to one per reader, please) to The Third Umpire, 60 The Lawns, Rolleston-on-Dove, Staffordshire, DE13 9DB to arrive by
first post on 20th January 2010 (or email johnmbrown60@googlemail.com). All entries will be examined and the names of all
those whose entries are correct will be put into the Umpire’s hat, from which the winner of the prize will be drawn at random.
You are invited to solve the clues in order to discover how many runs each player scores. You should record all these scores
in batting order, and complete your solution by giving the result of the match. Normal Laws of Cricket apply (no special
regulations). There are no trick questions, and all relevant information is provided in the clues.
The Notchers’ XI (batting first)
1 Two runs are needed to win: the striker hits the ball, the The Scratchers’ XI
batsmen run and turn for the second. A fielder throws
1 Two runs are needed to win: the striker hits the ball, the
the ball before the batsmen have crossed and the ball
batsmen run and turn for the second. A fielder throws
goes to the boundary before they have completed the
the ball after the batsmen have crossed and the ball
second run. How many runs should be added to the
goes to the boundary before they have completed the
total?
second run. How many runs should be added to the
total?
2 Side A have been dismissed for 158; Side B are 158 for 6.
The bowler bowls a No-ball and the striker hits it
2 What is the maximum number of people who may
one-bounce to the boundary: what is Side B’s final score?
legitimately be on the field while play is in progress?
3 In a match scheduled to start at 11.30am two members of
3 A fielder leaves the field at 2.48pm: he returns at
the fielding side are told (at 11.12am) by the umpires to
3.15pm At how many minutes after 3 o’clock may that
stop practising on the square. How many minutes of
fielder bowl?
playing time must they wait before either of them is
4 The striker plays and misses at a No-ball; the ball runs off
allowed to bowl?
his thigh-pad and the batsmen run two. The return
4 The last hour starts at 6.30pm: after five balls have been
throw hits the helmet lying on the ground: how many
bowled rain stops play at 6.32pm. They are able to
runs should be added to the total?
restart at 6.48pm: what is the minimum number of balls
5 ….. and how many of these runs should be debited to the
which remain to be bowled?
bowler?
5 ….. it rains again at 6.59pm when a total of 4.2 overs have
6 In a three-day match Team A score 307.
been bowled since 6.30pm. Play restarts at 7.10pm: how
How many must Team B score to avoid the possibility of
many balls remain to be bowled now?
being asked to follow on?
6 In how many of the methods of dismissal is it possible for
runs to be scored?
7 The striker hits a No-ball to the outfield where the ball
7 Two runs are needed to win: the striker hits the ball, the
becomes difficult to retrieve: as the batsmen start on
batsmen run and turn for the second. A fielder throws
their eighth run a fielder calls ‘Lost ball’. How many
the ball before the batsmen have crossed and the ball
runs should be added to the total?
goes to the boundary after they have completed the
8
….. and which batsman should face the next ball
second run. How many runs should be added to the
(Striker 5, Non-striker 10)?
total?
9 What is the maximum height (in inches) above the
8 A high full-toss passes over the wicket-keeper’s head; the
ground of the stumps (excluding bails)?
batsmen run three, but one of them fails to make good his
10 A forty-minute lunch interval is scheduled for 1.15pm.
ground as he turns for the second run. A wild return goes
The players leave the field for rain at 1.09pm. At how
to the boundary.
many minutes after one o’clock should play restart?
How many separate acknowledgements should the scorer
11
The striker plays no shot at a ball which hits his pad; he
expect to make to official signals?
then
hits the ball away with his bat in defence of his
9 The time for tea has been agreed as 4.30pm. Team A are
wicket.
A fielder sees the striker standing out of his
all out at 4.03pm: for how many minutes must Team B bat
ground
and
throws the ball at the stumps; the ball
before the interval?
misses and goes on to cross the boundary. How many
10 The toss is made 23 minutes before the scheduled start.
runs should be added to the total?
How many minutes does the captain winning the toss
Extras:
What is the maximum number of high full-pitched
have to notify his decision whether to bat or field?
balls which a bowler may bowl in an innings before
11 How many of the umpires’ official signals are made while
the umpire directs the captain to take him off?
the ball is still in play?
Extras: ..…and how many of these signals should be
repeated to the scorer when the ball is dead?
Result: ________________________________
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Lost ball question (Ceres - Notchers’ News Issue 7)
Smith is batting with Jones;
Smith hits the 3rd ball of the over towards the longest boundary; it bounces inside the boundary and does not cross the
boundary. There are no calls or signals from the umpire.
The batsmen cross and make good their ground having completed 5 runs when a fielder calls Lost ball.
1.

Who faces next delivery?
The call of Lost ball is made by a member of the fielding side because the fielder considers the ball to be irretrievably
lost within the boundary (rabbit hole, football post, rugby post or other unprotected hole in the ground).
On the call of Lost ball the ball becomes dead; the batsmen return to the ends they left most recently* UNLESS they
have crossed in running when neither shall return to the wickets they originally left [as Law 20.1 and Law 18.12(a)]
The batsmen, having completed 5 runs, have changed ends; consequently Jones should face the next delivery
* Stan Bennett comments that he prefers to think of it in terms of which end represents the batsman's 'ground' at
the instant the ball becomes dead; then Law 29.2 does all the thinking for you.

2.

Does the ball count as one in the over?
Yes, the ball counts as one of the six balls in the over (not having been called as a No ball).

3.

How many runs are scored and how/where are they recorded
Six runs are scored; they should be recorded as 6 in the batting and bowling sections of the scoring record
(underlined to indicate that the batsmen are not at the ends as suggested by the score)
Remember throughout that the umpire’s have jurisdiction; they may consider that the batsmen have crossed; the
view from the scoring station may be different; the scorers must accept the decision of the umpire.

First Season off the 'Rock'

Lynne Davis, Exeter CC

Those people who know me in the cricketing world will probably know me as the Jersey Scorer. Having lived on the Island
of Jersey for a decade I've scored matches at every level from Under 15s to World Cricket League for the Island as well as
my 'local' club St Ouen's. So when my job took me away from 'The Rock' last winter I was faced with a new challenge.
As you might imagine finding a new club wasn't difficult. I decided not to jump into things and had many offers of positions
but decided my new club would 'find me' so to speak. Having moved to South Devon there is a plethora of cricket clubs
around, but I came to be the new 2nd XI scorer at Exeter CC after visiting friends who had seen an advert requiring a new
scorer in the local paper. I sent a text to the contact asking if the position had been taken! Knowing that cricket scorers
don't grow on trees I wasn't surprised the position was still vacant. Richard must have thought all his Christmas's had come
at once!
There are a number of subtle differences scoring cricket in Jersey to the mainland. What many people don't realise is that
there is only one Jersey team with it's own home ground. So my first experience has been the provision of tea at every
match! Ten years of popping to the shop on the way to a match or taking my own sandwiches have gone. I haven't quite
got used to all the travelling yet - with Plymouth and North Devon in the same league it's not quite as bad as Plymouth
Argyle travelling to Newcastle United for football but it feels like it! The players looked at me a bit strangely when I
commented "It's the first time for a decade I haven't had to get on a plane or a boat for an away match!" Some of you may
think it a bit of a come down from World Cricket to Devon Cricket League 2nd XI cricket but every match has its challenges!
For the first time ever I ran out of space in the cumulative total in a match versus Sidmouth and the method for working out
how many points have been won is still beyond me! Duckworth/Lewis hasn't reached Devon yet, probably because it
doesn't rain here - ha ha!
But don't worry Jersey hasn't been lost from my agenda.
I was invited to score the European 1st Div U19s tournament and I've just
been asked to become Jersey Cricket's Official Statistician, which means I'll
be able to keep an eagle eye on my friends' achievements (or lack of) during
the forthcoming season. So having completed my first season 'Off The Rock' I
must say I know I made the right choice. Exeter Cricket Club have welcomed
me with open arms, the club has a great family atmosphere and ethos and
I'm looking forward to an action packed 2010 season.
Scoring Jersey U19s vs Denmark U19s, Victoria College, Jersey.
(Photo: Heath Kearns)
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Readers’ responses
Are Scorers valued?
FROM ANDY SCARLETT:
I agree with the view of Chris Bryant. What I can say is that Sam Greaves of the ECB ACO came to a score box where he
was waylaid by 4 scorers. He was then given a list of things to consider that did start to address the lack of items for a scorer.
To give you an idea, amongst the suggestions was a scorers’ bag, a suitable clipboard or portable writing table and a discount
arrangement with a pen company. I believe that the discount pen arrangement is close to conclusion.

Wraye Wenigmann made some good points that also apply at in the UK. At the top of the game, and following on from the
ICC T20WC, the ICC has tasked someone (who is a scorer!) to look at the role of scorers in ICC controlled competitions report
back to the ICC. At league level, a number of leagues are now fining clubs for failing to provide a scorer. Scorers must also be
proactive in this. How many scorers are on club committees and are aware of proposed changes to the club facilities?
Perhaps Notchers could act as a Post Office (providing it is not
closing or going on strike) and collect from scorers what they
actually want. It is all very well bringing up our moans. We need
to state what we would like to see in the ECB ACO catalogue,
what we would like to see as the minimum resources available
at a ground.

Editors response:
Notchers’ News has no plans for strike action or
closure; it is happy to act as a Post Office, receiving
your comments and forwarding them on to Andy or
other named person involved with scorers at ECB ACO

MORE FROM CHRIS BRYANT:

Looking through the catalogue again, I suppose the polo shirts, fleece sweaters, & jumpers COULD be OK for women as well, if
a small mans size were OK, but it would be nice to have something styled for lady/gents scorers that was just for us.
Chris also comments that she has found the Staedtler triplus fineliner 0.3mm coloured pens very good, and available at
Tesco's or WH Smiths! Unfortunately they’re not waterproof, but really nice to use. Available in sets of 10 or 20 colours.
FROM KIM TREE
Why don’t they often name the scorers at the big matches on TV - I watched the Twenty20 finals day and not once did I
notice the scorers being mentioned or thanked.
I have found that umpires are somewhat offhand with us. When scoring at an U11 Hardball festival my colleague and I had
to ask the umpires supplied by the opposing team for the bowlers names; this was obviously a source of great annoyance to
him. In the end we just wrote down comments such as 'green stripe on shirt' or 'red hair and glasses' to identify the bowler
FOR HIS RECORDS!
A POSTSCRIPT FROM THE EDITOR:

Keith Booth, the Surrey scorer, was interviewed recently by Ivo Tennant of The Times. Keith’s complaints about the treatment
to men of his profession during the recent World Twenty20 tournament have been included in an advisory paper to the ICC.
Ivo Tennant’s articles, discussing some of the issues Keith identified by Keith, can be found at:
www.timesonline.co.uk/tol/sport/cricket/article6901761.ece
www.timesonline.co.uk/tol/sport/cricket/article6903517.ece

Twenty20
FROM ANDY SCARLETT:

Front foot No ball

Tied T20 matches

The question of the free hit no ball notation in the scorebook was raised during a training
course. A suggestion was made by Susan Blogg of Essex of a square. Since this looks like a
squashed and squeezed no ball, I have adopted it as a symbol in a manual scorebook.
The tied T20 matches question came up during the ICC T20WC. The ICC introduced the Super
Over or One Over Eliminator. It was used during the Ireland v Netherlands warm up game at
Lord’s. Panic set in on the field but not the score box. The score box team had already read the
regulations and knew what would happen and how it was displayed. Indeed, Code27.com
produced a TCS version, at short notice, to meet the needs of the ICC.

COMPUTER SCORING
FROM ANDY SCARLETT:

I have been using Total Cricket Scorer (TCS) since 2005. When I started I used a book at the same time. However, I decided that the
whole point about using a computer is to reduce the time the head is down and keep watching the match. I now only use the
computer.
Before I start a match with the computer, I check to see how my colleague is scoring. If they are using a manual method, then I do
not keep a manual system. If I have a problem, then I make sure that I do not interrupt my colleagues’ flow but crib to update the
computer. Where there is no mains power, then I complete the setup and the first 2 overs of the match. I then put the computer
into standby mode and keep a snail trail ball by ball. After 5 overs or a fall of wicket, I turn the computer back on and input the
snail trail. This method ensures the battery lasts the match.
I have found various short cuts in my working methodology to reduce the setup time and have always found the people at
Code27.Com very helpful and willing to listen to new ideas.
Cathy Rawson’s comments on computer scoring are valid especially those relating to Team Working and Communication.
FROM A KINROSS MUM:
My sons (one aged 16, the other 11 at the time of writing)
have progressed from the mortifying embarrassment that
mum was scoring to realizing that it's good to have someone
else watching what is going on other than the umpires and
their school masters!

Lynn Allen is running a Computer Scoring Course" using TCS
at the Rose Bowl on January 9th 2010, 10am - 4pm.
Places are limited places
For course fee information, programme and enrolment forms
contact lynn.allen@btinternet.com

ADVERTISING SCORER TRAINING COURSES
Notchers’ News isn’t the best place to advertise locally run courses as many will have started before the next publication date.
The website (http://www.notchers.co.uk) could host a list of notified course which would be updated regularly.
You are invited to submit your course information details and a contact email address to notchers@btopenworld.com
USEFUL EMAIL ADDRESSES
England and Wales Cricket Board Association of Cricket Officials (ECB ACO)
http://www.ecb.co.uk/ecb/ecb-association-of-cricket-officials/
International Institute of Cricket Umpires and Scorers
http://www.umpires.tv
(For scorer specific information email scorers@umpires.tv)
MILLENNIUM SCORING RECORD

For books, scoring equipment and
coloured pens or to access the Bulletin
Board;
Visit the Acumen Books
website at:

The A3 scoring record originally designed by members of the ACU&S Scorers’
Board . Contact milsteadmsr@btinternet.com for more information

Binder and 50 sheets (= 100 innings) £20 + P&P
Refill pack of 50 sheets £10 + P&P

Scorer Correspondence courses
www.acumenbooks.co.uk

ECB ACO offer an Introductory level course - For more information visit the
ECB ACO web site.
A standard level equivalent course is independently run to the high standards
previously set by The Association of Cricket Umpires and Scorers. It is open to
anyone wishing to learn more about cricket scoring.
For more information contact cathy.rawson@btopenworld.com

Share your cricket scoring experiences and scoring questions with
readers.
Photos are welcomed and add interest to the newsletter.
Send your contributions to: notchers@btopenworld.com

March newsletter copy date: 21st February 2010
Your questions, news and views are welcomed for use in future issues

